
January 2024
Film In Utah Issue: To celebrate 100 years of film and television in Utah—and as a way to underscore the
significance of Utah film festivals—SLUG is covering local creatives and chatting with Sundance and Slamdance
filmmakers.

February 2024
SLUG Magazine’s 35th Anniversary Issue – Local Leadership: SLUG celebrates local leaders who create
change within our community. This issue recognizes their contributions alongside SLUG’s anniversary,
celebrating 35 years as an independent, alternative magazine.

March 2024
Pets Issue: An ode to our favorite animal companions, SLUG’s second annual Pets Issue spotlights local
businesses, artists, organizations and events dedicated to servicing Salt Lake City’s animal community.

April 2024
Local Beer and Spirits Issue: SLUG Mag celebrates seven years of Brewstillery events and spotlights new
innovations in local beer and spirits! With the continual growth of Utah’s brewery and distillery scene, SLUG taps
into what makes our community a pivotal libation station.

May 2024
Eat Local Issue: Yum, local food! SLUG celebrates nine years of the annual Eat Local Issue by covering the
local organizations, farms and restaurants that contribute to the breadth of our diverse food scene.

June 2024
LGBTQ+ Pride Issue: As vibrant as our city, SLUG’s annual Pride LGBTQ+ Issue expresses gratitude for the
creatives, activists, resources and leaders who are loud and proud members of the local queer community.



July 2024
Outdoorsy Issue: SLUG showcases the best of Utah’s outdoor community and the beauty of our environment
by highlighting organizations and causes that get readers outside and active during the summer!

August 2024
16th Annual Craft Lake City DIY Festival Issue: Previewing the annual Craft Lake City DIY Festival, SLUG
covers CLC’s 16-year milestone of showcasing local artisans, performers, craft foodies, STEM engineers and
vintage vendors.

September 2024
Local Fashion Issue: For the first time ever, SLUG is dedicating a full issue to the Utah fashion designers,
vintage shops, alternative beauty innovators and trend-setting style icons that keep our state looking fresh!

October 2024
Local Music – Graphic Design Issue: SLUG aims to combine two creative cornerstones of SLC into one
issue—our music and design communities! Read more on the musical luminaries that are shaping the local
scene while enjoying intricately crafted layouts designed by the city’s most talented graphic artists.

November 2024
Local Photography Issue: SLUG showcases the work of local photographers that capture the culture, style and
vibrancy of our city and beyond through a contemporary lens in our Seventh Annual Local Photography Issue.

December 2024
Sportz Issue: To finish our slate of coverage for the year, SLUG goes beyond the major leagues by featuring
diverse Utah athletic communities, with special emphasis on winter sports and “The Greatest Snow on Earth”!


